
Year 6 Spring Term Homework                                                                                             
Every week, choose one activity from the grid and colour it in to show you’ve completed it. Use your 

homework book to record your homework in whichever form you choose such as written, 

photographs, artwork etc.     

Remember that your homework should be the same quality as the work you produce in class. 

 
 

 

During this term, there will be weeks where we set specific English and maths homework tasks 

which will need to be completed instead of one of the activities on this grid. 

We will let you know when this is the case.   

The following three activites you should be completing every week. 

Reading logs are due in on Mondays and Thursdays.  

Dictations are on Fridays. Homework is due in on Wednesdays.  

Reading 

            Read your book and  

               write a meaningful  

 comment in your  

 reading log.  
 

Spelling 
 

      Practise your weekly      

spellings in your favourite way. 

Remember to focus on the rule 

and/or the tricky parts of words.     

Times Table Rockstars 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Have a go at a gig, 

practise your pace 

with soundcheck 

or challenge your friends to a battle.  
 

‘Wonder’-ful Work 
Write a letter to a character from the novel 

‘Wonder’. Your letter needs to be written 

in paragraphs and 

include: 

-A comment about their  

actions in the book 

-Some questions you’d like to  

ask them. 
 

SPAG-Tastic 
Google ‘BBC Bitesize SPAG’ and click on 

the top link. Have a go at at least four of 

the KS2 SPAG games on the website.  

In your homework book,  

write down the games 

you played and  

something new that  

you have learned.  

Evolution Leaflet 
Produce a leaflet for a year 6 child 

explaining what evolution is.  

You need to include: 

-A definition of evolution 

-Images 

-An example of how species change 

over time. 

House Saints 
Over this term, we  

will be celebrating St  

David’s day on 1st March 

and St Patrick’s day on                17th 

March. Create a piece of  

work about these Saints.  

Local History 
Imagine that you are a worker in a pot 

bank in the 18th Century. Write a diary 

entry. Remember to include detail and 

use descriptive techniques. Your 

writing should be at least 4 paragraphs 

long. 

Maths 
Google ‘BBC Bitesize Maths’ and click on 

the top link. Have a go at at least four of the 

KS2 maths games on the website.  

In your homework book, write down the 

games you played and  

something new that  

you have learned. 

Lent 
Complete a piece of work reflecting on 

the period of Lent.  

This could be a  

reflective prayer,  

artwork or a  

lenten promise.  

SPAG 
Choose a page of your reading book. 

Create a table listing some of the 

adjectives, nouns, determiners, verbs, 

conjunctions, prepositions, pronouns 

and adverbs used by the author. 

Geography of the UK 
Create your own map of the UK.  

Include the locations of  

major cities, landmarks  

and significant physical 

features like rivers and  

mountains.    


